We are pleased to provide you with some of the current job openings worldwide at AKADEUS, your network of careers in the field of Business and Management Schools.

Austria

• **3 Graduate Teaching and Research Assistant Positions in Marketing**
  Johannes Kepler University of Linz - Linz

Belgium

• **Academic Position in Marketing**
  KU Leuven - Antwerp and/or Leuven

China

• **PREMIUM**
  **Faculty / Research Fellow Position Openings**
  School of Business Sun Yat-Sen University - Guangzhou

• **Academic Dean for SKEMA China**
  SKEMA Business School - Suzhou, Nanjing

• **Assistant Professor (Lecturer) in Marketing**
  University of Nottingham China - Ningbo

• **Professor in Economics**
  Xi'an Jiaotong-Liverpool University - Suzhou

• **Adjunct Professor in Macro Economy**
  SKEMA Business School - Pukou, Nanjing

• **Adjunct Professor in Introduction to Business**
  SKEMA Business School - Pukou, Nanjing

• **Adjunct Professor in French as a foreign Language**
  SKEMA Business School - Pukou, Nanjing

• **Adjunct Professor in Consumer Computer Applications**
  SKEMA Business School - Pukou, Nanjing

• **Professor for Logistics Management**
  Shenzhen Technology University Business School - Shenzhen

• **Associate Professor / Senior Associate Professor in Economics**
  Xi'an Jiaotong-Liverpool University - Suzhou

• **Lecturer in Economics**
  Xi'an Jiaotong-Liverpool University - Suzhou

• **Assistant / Associate / Full Professor in Finance**
  Wenzhou-Kean University - Wenzhou

• **Assistant Professor in Marketing**
  Wenzhou-Kean University - Wenzhou

• **Assistant Professor in Global Business**
  Wenzhou-Kean University - Wenzhou

• **Assistant / Associate / Full Professor in Management**
  Wenzhou-Kean University - Wenzhou

• **Assistant / Associate / Full Professor in Accounting**
  Wenzhou-Kean University - Wenzhou

• **Lecturer/Associate Professor in Data Science**
  Xi'an Jiaotong-Liverpool University - Suzhou

• **Lecturer / Associate Professor in Management (Strategic Management and Organisations (SMO) Department)**
  Xi'an Jiaotong-Liverpool University - Suzhou
• **Lecturer / Associate Professor in Management (Intelligent Operations and Marketing Department)**
  Xi'an Jiaotong-Liverpool University - Suzhou

---

**Denmark**

• **Professor in Marketing**
  Aalborg University - Aalborg

---

**Estonia**

• **PREMIUM**
  **Professor of Maritime Transport**
  Tallinn University of Technology - Tallinn

---

**Finland**

• **Tenure Track Position in Sustainable International Business**
  University of Vaasa - Vaasa

• **Postdoctoral Positions in Industrial Engineering and Management**
  Aalto University - Helsinki

---

**France**

• **PREMIUM**
  **Teaching Professors in Corporate and Market Finance, General and Analytical Accounting, Information Systems / Technology / Artificial Intelligence, Marketing and Innovation, Marketing and Sales**
  HEADway People / Rennes School of Business - Rennes

• **PREMIUM**
  **Director of Programmes**
  HEADway People / Montpellier Business School - Montpellier

• **PREMIUM**
  **Associate / Assistant Professors in AI, Big Data and Data Analytics, User Experience / UX (from the Marketing Perspective), Sales, Business Development, Bank, Service and Insurance Marketing**
  ICD Business School - Paris and Toulouse

• **PREMIUM**
  **Directeur Commercial**
  HEADway People / IFG Executive Education - Paris

• **PREMIUM**
  **Assistant Professor in Strategy / Research Assistant / Doctorate Candidate in Industrial Engineering, Computer Science and Data Science**
  emlyon business school - Lyon, Paris

• **Multiple Full-time, Permanent Assistant / Associate / Full Professor Positions in Strategy, Entrepreneurship, OB, OT, and Information Systems**
  NEOMA Business School - Reims, Rouen, and Paris

• **Permanent Research Faculty Position in Management (Organization Theory, Strategy, and Organizational Behavior)**
  ESSEC Business School - Paris

• **Full-time Permanent Positions in Finance, Marketing, OB/OT, Strategy, Supply**
Chain Management and Information System
Rennes School of Business - Rennes

- **Associate, Full Professor in Consumer Behavior Marketing or Digital Marketing**
  IÉSEG School of Management - Paris or Lille
- **Assistant, Associate or Full Professor in Marketing Analytics**
  IÉSEG School of Management - Paris or Lille
- **Professor, Responsible for the Language Centre**
  ICN Business School Nancy, Paris, Berlin et Nuremberg - Nancy (with travel to Paris and Berlin)

---

**Germany**

- **W2-Professor of International Business**
  Hochschule für angewandte Wissenschaften München - München
- **Research Associate (PostDoc) - Marketing and Innovation**
  Universität Hamburg - Hamburg

---

**Italy**

- **Assistant Professor Positions in Entrepreneurship, International Business, Organization and Management Theory, Organizational Behavior, Strategy, Corporate Governance and Family Business, and Technology and Innovation Management**
  Bocconi University - Milan

---

**Kazakhstan**

- **PREMIUM**
  Faculty Positions in Accounting, Finance, Management, Entrepreneurship, Operations and Technology Management
  Nazarbayev University Graduate School of Business - Nur-Sultan city

---

**Luxembourg**

- **Doctoral Researcher (PhD Student) in Law (a specialisation is foreseen in Media, IT, Data Protection or IP Law)**
  University of Luxembourg - Luxembourg

---

**Morocco**

- **PREMIUM**
  Assistant or Associate Professor of Management and Strategy
  Mohammed VI Polytechnic University / Africa Business School - Rabat
- **PREMIUM**
  Assistant or Associate Professor of Finance and Innovation
  Mohammed VI Polytechnic University / Africa Business School - Rabat
- **PREMIUM**
  Assistant or Associate Professor of Business Economics
  Mohammed VI Polytechnic University / Africa Business School - Rabat
- **PREMIUM**
  8 Full time Faculty Positions in Marketing, Human Resources Management / OB
Strategy, Supply Chain Management, Management Control and Finance
Université Internationale de Rabat - Rabat

- PREMIUM
  Professeurs de Grade Assistant ou Associate en Stratégie, Corporate Finance, Innovation Management, Entrepreneuriat, Marketing (focus Marketing Digital), Accounting, OB, Business Analytics
  HEADway People / Africa Business School (Université Mohamed VI Polytechnique) - Rabat

New Zealand

- Fletcher Building Employee Educational Fund Chair in Leadership
  University of Auckland - Auckland

Norway

- Postdoctoral Fellow in Environmental Valuation
  Norwegian University of Life Sciences NMBU - Ås

Qatar

- Faculty Openings in Leadership / Organizational Development / Change Management
  HEC Paris in Qatar - Doha

Russian Federation

- Open Rank Faculty Positions in Plant Quantitative Genetics and Breeding
  Skolkovo Institute of Science and Technology (Skoltech) - Moscow
- Assistant Professor in Physics of Low-Dimensional Materials
  Skolkovo Institute of Science and Technology (Skoltech) - Moscow
- Assistant Professor in Terahertz-Nanophotonics and Integration Technology
  Skolkovo Institute of Science and Technology (Skoltech) - Moscow
- Postdoctoral Researcher (The Theory of Modern Quantum Algorithms)
  Skolkovo Institute of Science and Technology (Skoltech) - Moscow
- Open Rank Faculty Positions in Animal Quantitative Genetics and Breeding
  Skolkovo Institute of Science and Technology (Skoltech) - Moscow

Spain

- Tenure-Track Faculty Positions in Strategy, Entrepreneurship and Organizational Behavior
  IE Business School - Madrid

Sweden

- PREMIUM
  Tenure Track Faculty Positions in Innovation, Data Analytics, and Artificial Intelligence
  Stockholm School of Economics - Stockholm
- Two Tenure Track Faculty Positions in Leadership, HRM, Organization Theory or...
Organizational Behaviour
Stockholm School of Economics - Stockholm

• **Postdoctoral Stipend in Entrepreneurial Finance**
  Lund University, Dept of Business Administration - Lund

---

Switzerland

• **PREMIUM**
  Assistant Professor of Sports Regulation
  IDHEAP, University of Lausanne - Lausanne

• **PREMIUM**
  Professeur/e Associé/e en Droit Administratif
  IDHEAP, University of Lausanne - Lausanne

• Professor / Associate Professor / Assistant Professor (Tenure-track as Associate Professor) in Management Accounting and Control
  HEC Lausanne - Lausanne

• Faculty Position in Strategy and Technology Management
  Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL) - Lausanne

• Associate Professorship in Empirical Research Methods
  University of St.Gallen - St.Gallen

• Associate Professor or Tenure Track Assistant Professor in Operations Management
  HEC Lausanne - Lausanne

---

United Arab Emirates

• Director of National Center for Public Policy and Leadership
  United Arab Emirates University - Abu Dhabi